Aaah!

Don't worry, Kirby--Blocky flattened y'out, but we'll fatten y'up again!

Yeah, but what?

Somethin's the matter, Tiff!

The daughter of Sir Ebrum and Lady Like is Kirby's biggest booster. She tries her best to protect and defend her pink pal from the monsters unleashed by King Dedede, but she does get frustrated with Kirby's bad habit of inhaling everything in sight.

As his name implies, Tiff's younger brother is always up for an adventure, though King Dedede and his monster minions do their best to keep him as fast and feisty as his sister.

King Dedede

The rowdy ruler of Dream Land is a big-mouthed buffoon with a king-sized problem and pint-sized brain. As far as his subjects are concerned, Dedede's a zero and Kirby's a hero. So the bad guy's goal is to get rid of Kirby--for good!

Escargoon

This snarly snail is Dedede's surly sidekick. He takes almost as much abuse as he dished out. He's insulted and insulting, a rare combination of selfishness, pettiness and surliness that one rarely sees in henchmen any more.

Meta Knight

Meta Knight is the spherical swordsman who's sheathed in armor and cloaked in mystery. Is he friend or foe? It's hard to say, but Meta Knight knows more than he's saying...and his connection to Kirby holds the key to the riddle of Night Mare Enterprises.

N.M.E. Sales Guy

You want assistance? He's got you covered! A super slick salesman, this man in the monitor wears shades 24/7...maybe to hide his evil intentions. King Dedede is his #1 chump...i mean, customer.

FoLoLo & FoLala

Two busy bodyguards buzz around in the background as Tiff and Tuff fight to keep Kirby safe. They're quite the pair--you can't have one without the other.

Here it comes again! Kirby...suck it up!

Kirby's got a heavy problem--he's up against another of King Dedede's monsters, this time a massive stone sumo wrestler named Blocky. Will Kirby take a chip off the ol' Blocky? Or is he about to be rocked?

Kirby: Right Back at Ya! airs Saturday mornings on...
Kirby!

**Episode 2: A Blockbuster Battle, Part 2**

Kirby’s got a heavy problem—He’s up against another of King Dedede’s monsters, this time a massive stone sumo wrestler named Blocky. Will Kirby take a chip off the ol’ Blocky? Or is he about to be rocked?
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Don’t worry, Kirby—Blocky flattened Tuff, but well fatten you again!

Kirby’s right back at ya! airs Saturday mornings on

---
Kirby!

I already told you, this is my nest! Now get your big, pink puss outta here! It's time for you to make like a tree and leave!

Kirby--try that big one down there! It's not looking good... Even for Kirby, it's impossible to suck those all the way up here.

I can tell you why.

Your opponent is made of a super high-density matter. But if you can find a way to take your opponent's strength and turn it against him, Kirby can triumph.

Hey, what's the big idea, buster--I was on your side any' t' totaled my tree!

I Wonder why Kirby couldn't beat that block.

Moments later, as Kirby and friends hide from Blocky...

I can figure that out later, Tuff, but right now, we've gotta get Kirby in shape for a rematch!

Tiff, Meta Knight works for King Dedede--what's he wanna help Kirby for?

He sucked up the regular rocks, no problem.

Sir Meta Knight!

We can figure that out later, Tuff, but right now, we've gotta get Kirby in shape for a rematch!

Tiff, Meta Knight works for King Dedede--what's he wanna help Kirby for?

Your opponent is made of a super high-density matter. But if you can find a way to take your opponent's strength and turn it against him, Kirby can triumph.
Kirby!
I already told you this is my nest! Now get your big, pink puss outta here! It's time for you t' make like a tree an' leave!

Hey, what's the big idea, buster—I was on your side any' you totaled my tree!

CRRR AASH
Your opponent is made of a super high-density matter, but if you can find a way to take your opponent's strength and turn it against him, Kirby can triumph.

Moments later, as Kirby and friends hide from Blocky . . .
I wonder why Kirby couldn't beat that block.

I can tell you why.
Sir Meta Knight!

Super high-density! What's that mean?

Hey, what's the big idea, buster—I was on your side and you totaled my tree!

I can figure that out later, Tuff, but right now, we've gotta get Kirby in shape for a rematch!

He sucked up the regular rocks, no problem.

Kirby—try that big one down there!

It's not looking good . . .

Even for Kirby, it's impossible to suck those all the way up here.

Hold on—what if we went the opposite way?

Sir Meta Knight! We can figure that out later, Tuff, but right now, we've gotta get Kirby in shape for a rematch!